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Curium-244 is being developed to provide a reliable source

of thermal energy that can be converted to electrical power by

several conversion systems.

Curium has been chosen as a power fuel for several reasons:

(1) high power density, (2) excellent properties of fuel compound,

(3) low cost, and (4) availability. Curium sesquioxide (C1112O3)

has been chosen as the primary curium fuel form for heat source

-applications because of its thermal stability and its compatibility

with high temperature resistant encapsulating materials. The high

melting point (2265°C) and high power density of 2'|IfCni2O3 (̂ 27 W/cm3)

afford a flexible range of power converter applications, including

thermoelectric, thermodynamic cycle, and. thermionic generators.

Curium-244 will be available in large quantities (10-50 kg/yr)

as a by-product of power reactor operation in the last half of the

1970 decade and will, therefore, bear no cost of reactor irradiation.

Various estimates of the future price of curium-244 based on large

quantity production have ranged from $30 to $60/Wt of unencapsulated
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C1112O3 powder. To the estimate of curium-244 fuel cost should be

added an estimated $40/Wt for encapsulation costs for sources con-

taining about 2000 W t to arrive at a cost of $100/W for an encap-

sulation source. It is estimated that encapsulated plutonium-238

heat sources will cost about $500/W._ in the future as compared to

a present day $700/Wt.

The predicted cost of electrical power from isotope fueled

systems makes these systems cost-effective in a number of aero-

space applications and competitive with solar cells, particularly

in low-earth orbit missions.

A summary of the status of the determination of those proper-

ties which are necessary to assure safety under several situations

is given in Table 1. Recent progress in the determination of the

properties of 2l*l'Cm203 include helium release, thermal conductivity,

seawater leach rates, and vapor diffusion data.

The diffusion parameter (D') of helium in ^Co^Os

where D* = D/a2

D = effective diffusion coefficient, cm^/sec, and

. a = effective radius of releasing unit, cm,

was determined under steady-state conditions in the temperature range

9C0-18OO°C. In the temperature range 900-1620°C, V is the sum of

Equations (1) and (2):

X



D' = 7.87 x lO-4 exp(-16,248/RT°K) (1)

D' = 68.0 exp(-53,080/RT°K) (2)

Above 1620°C, D' is given by Equation (3):

D' = 4.65 x 107 exp(-102,780/RT°K) (3)

The thermal conductivity of 2lfltCm203 in the temperature range

is given by Equation (4):

1/k = 37.795 + 0.01659 T, (4)

where k is in W/cm-°C and T is in °K.

The leach rate (S,rag/liter) of 2I*t'Cni203 by seawater is given

by Equation (5):

S = 9.06 x 1 0 - V - 9 1 3 , (5)

where t = time, hr.

The data on the vapor transport of 2ttltCm203 through helium

are given by Equation (6):

( D ) ( C ) - 10 1 0| = 14.324 - (29,050/T), (6)° = 14.:
1 O 8 l° tl/2

where D = diffusion coefficient, cm2/sec,

C = concentration of C1H2O3, g/cm^, and

T = temperature, °K.



Table 1. Fuel Properties Being Defined in ORNL Program

Property Operation

Density
Specific power
Power density
Radiation properties
Radiation stability
Helium release
Thermal conductivity
Melting point
Critical mass
Vapor transport
Compatibility
Coefficient of

expansion
Vapor pressure
Heat capacity
Emissivity
Heat of fusion
Heat of vaporization
Viscosity
Surface tension
Impact charac-

teristics
Leach rates
Chemical stability
Biological health

aspects

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1

X

Use

Reentry

X
X
X

X
I

X
X
I
0
0
X
0
0

0

Situation
Launch

Pad Abort

X
X
X

X
I

X
X
X
0
-

Transportation

X

I
I

I

X = complete,
I = incomplete, in progress,
0 = to be determined.

and
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